Faster evolution of X chromosomes has been documented in several species and results from 32 the increased efficiency of selection on recessive alleles in hemizygous males and/or from 33 increased drift due to the smaller effective population size of X chromosomes. Aphids are 34 excellent models for evaluating the importance of selection in faster-X evolution, because 35 their peculiar life-cycle and unusual inheritance of sex-chromosomes lead to equal effective 36 population sizes for X and autosomes. Because we lack a high-density genetic map for the pea 37 aphid whose complete genome has been sequenced, we assigned its entire genome to the X 38 and autosomes based on ratios of sequencing depth in males and females. Unexpectedly, we 39 found frequent scaffold misassembly, but we could unambiguously locate 13,726 genes on the 40 X and 19,263 on autosomes. We found higher non-synonymous to synonymous substitutions 41 ratios (dN/dS) for X-linked than for autosomal genes. Our analyses of substitution rates 42 together with polymorphism and expression data showed that relaxed selection is likely to 43 contribute predominantly to faster-X as a large fraction of X-linked genes are expressed at 44 low rates and thus escape selection. Yet, a minor role for positive selection is also suggested 45 by the difference between substitution rates for X and autosomes for male-biased genes (but 46 not for asexual female-biased genes) and by lower Tajima's D for X-linked than for 47 autosomal genes with highly male-biased expression patterns. This study highlights the 48 relevance of organisms displaying alternative inheritance of chromosomes to the 49 understanding of forces shaping genome evolution. 50 51 52
. These loci will thus be 62 found in single copy in the sex that carries the degenerate, smaller sex chromosome. When 63 the heterogametic sex is the male, sex chromosomes are denoted X and Y (e.g., in mammals), 64
whereas when it is the female, sex chromosomes are noted W and Z (e.g., in birds). Alleles of 65 loci present only on the X (W) are more exposed to selection in individuals of the 66 heterogametic sex, facilitating the fixation of beneficial mutations and the purging of 67 deleterious ones (Charlesworth et al. 1987 ). On the other hand, because males (XY) bear and 68 transmit a single X chromosome, effective population size is smaller for the X compared to 69 autosomes (Wright 1931; Caballero 1994; Caballero 1995) . This increases the rate of fixation 70 of slightly deleterious mutations on the X by genetic drift (Kimura 1983) (the same principles 71 apply to ZW systems, so we ignore these in the following). Consequently, X-linked genes 72 may evolve faster than autosomes ("faster-X" evolution) due to higher positive selection (rate 73 of fixation of beneficial mutations) and/or higher genetic drift (rate of fixation of slightly 74 deleterious mutations) (Vicoso et al. 2009 . Faster evolution of X-linked 75 proteins is supported by observations in a large panel of species (e.g., Drosophila, nematodes, 76 mammals, birds, see Meisel This eliminates one possible confounding factor of faster-X evolution, the smaller effective 86 population size of the X, helping to properly test its causes. Aphids reproduce by cyclical 87 parthenogenesis, such that males and sexual females constitute only a short part of their life-88 cycle, which is dominated by apomictic parthenogenetic (clonal) XX females (figure 1). 89
Males are produced asexually via the elimination of one X from the germ line (Wilson et al. 90 1997; Caillaud et al. 2002) . As a result, X-linked recessive alleles are exposed to selection in 91 male aphids, just like in other X0 or XY males. However, because all sexually-produced 92 aphid eggs are XX females, all the progeny inherit their X from males and sexual females in 93 equal proportions. This difference from other heterogametic systems, where progeny present 94 even sex ratios, has deep consequences for the evolutionary trajectory of the aphid X 95 chromosome (Jaquiéry et al. 2012a). Furthermore, in contrast to standard systems, variance in 96 reproductive success between sexes, population expansion, bottlenecks and sex-biased 97 dispersal should not differentially affect sex chromosomes and autosomes in aphids (Jaquiéry 98 et al. 2012a). Mutation and recombination rates are also expected to be equal across 99 chromosomes because of their similar mode of inheritance and the complete absence of 100 crossing overs in males (Jaquiéry et al. 2012a). These similarities between X chromosomes 101 5 and autosomes make aphids exceptionally useful to pinpoint the causes of faster-X evolution, 102 since the factors mentioned above need not be accounted for. Still, a notable difference 103 between X and autosome in aphids is the theoretical propensity of the X to accumulate 104 sexually antagonistic mutations beneficial for males and detrimental to asexual females, 105 which also is the consequence of cyclical parthenogenesis combined with the inheritance of 106 the X (Jaquiéry et al. 2013). 107
Empirical analyses on a small subset of genes of the pea aphid (Acyrthophon pisum) 108 showed that X-linked genes evolve faster than autosomal genes (Jaquiéry et al. 2012a) and 109 that genes expressed predominantly in males (hereafter "male-biased" genes) predominantly 110 locate on the X (Jaquiéry et al. 2013). Subsequent genome-wide analyses did not however 111 support faster-X evolution (Purandare et al. 2014) , and mitigated the degree of enrichment of 112 male-biased genes on the X (Purandare et al. 2014; Pal and Vicoso 2015) . These 113 discrepancies however likely stem from the fact that these two studies did not assign 114 individual genes to chromosome types, but entire scaffolds, which present assembly errors Here, we aimed to go past these shortcomings in order to fully disentangle the causes 119 for faster-X evolution in aphids. For this, we first attributed genes to the X or to autosomes at 120 the scale of the entire genome in the pea aphid. On a large set of genes, we combined 121 estimates of substitution rates at the interspecific level with polymorphism data in pea aphid 122 populations and gene expression levels in the various genders and morphs. This allowed 123 assessing how relaxed selection (genetic drift) and adaptation contribute to the faster 124 evolution of the X chromosome in this system. 125 6
Material and Methods

126
Assignment of scaffold regions to the X and autosomes 127
Full-genome sequencing of females and males 128
An asexual aphid mother has the same diploid autosomal genome as her sons, but has two X 129 chromosomes instead of just one (figure 1). We took advantage of this XX/X0 system to 130 assign the pea aphid genome sequence (Acyr 2.0, Genbank accession GCA_000142985.2, 131 IAGC 2010) to the X or to the autosomes by comparing sequencing depth along assembled 132 scaffolds between mapped reads from females and from males of the same parthenogenetic 133 lineage (clone). DNA from five asexual females and five winged and five wingless males of 134 clone P123 (Simon et al. 2011 ) was extracted with the Qiagen DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit, 135 following the manufacturer's protocol. Wing male polymorphism in this clone was used to 136 determine the X copy that each male carried, based on the knowledge that the locus that 
Comparison of sequencing depth between males and females 154
The following analysis was performed in R (R Development Core Team 2015). We analyzed 155 genome positions covered by 20 to 70 reads in the asexual female sample, a range chosen to 156 eliminate regions with low-coverage and regions with suspiciously high coverage (potentially 157 duplicated or repeat-rich regions). Since overall coverage was slightly higher for one of the 158 male types (~30X) than for the other (~25X), we normalized the depth of coverage data of the 159 second male type (multiplying coverage estimates by a 30/25 ratio). We then averaged depth 160 of coverage at each base position over male types. The ratio of median coverage depth of 161 males to median coverage depth of the female sample was calculated on 10-kilobases (kb) 162 scaffold windows sliding by 2-kb steps. A single window was used for scaffolds shorter than 163 10 kb. We expect the ratio of median coverage depth to be twice larger for autosomal regions 164 than for the X chromosome. Accordingly, this ratio had a clearly bimodal distribution 165 (supplementary figure S1), with modes at 0.34 and 0.66. We assigned a 10-kb window to the 166 X if its ratio ranged between 0.2 and 0.445, to autosomes if it ranged between 0.53 and 1, 167
whereas the region was tagged as "ambiguous" if it ranged between 0.445 and 0.53. Windows 168 assigned to the same chromosome type and which were separated by less than four 169 consecutive "ambiguous" windows were aggregated into a scaffold region we call a "block". 170 A whole block, including its "ambiguous" windows, was assigned to the corresponding 171 chromosome type. 172 8 173
Comparison of male and female genotypes 174
Inheritance of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) also informs on the type of 175 chromosome carrying a scaffold block. In fact, SNPs that are heterozygous in females but are 176 also heterozygous in males are necessarily located on autosomes. Conversely, SNPs which are 177 heterozygous in females but homozygous in males must be on the X. This SNP-based 178 approach is however expected to be less powerful than the depth of coverage-based method 179 for genomic regions with low heterozygosity. Thus, we only used SNP data to validate X/A 180 assignments based on depth of coverage ratio (supplementary figure S2). A position was 181 determined as heterozygous if the rarest allele was represented in at least 25% of reads, 182 otherwise it was considered as homozygous. Assignment of SNPs to chromosome types was 183 performed according to the genotypes of males, as described above. SNPs showing 184 inconsistent genotypes (e.g., females and males of one type are both heterozygous while 185 males of the other type are homozygous) were not assigned. SNP-based assignments were 186 then visually compared to assignments based on depth of coverage (supplementary figure S2) . 187 188
Assignment of predicted genes to the X and autosomes
189
We used the 36,990 genes that constitute the gene prediction v2.1 for the Acyr 2.0 genome 190 assembly available at http://bipaa.genouest.org/is/aphidbase/. Each of these genes was 191 determined as X-linked or autosomal if the full length of its coding sequence (CDS) was 192 comprised in a single scaffold block or was spread over several scaffold blocks assigned to 193 the same type (either X, or A). Genes that could not be unambiguously assigned (mainly 194 9 because they located on "ambiguous" blocks) were removed from further analyses. We also 195 excluded 589 predicted genes that corresponded to rRNA (non-coding DNA). Benjamini-Hochberg method implemented in R. Genes differentially expressed between 211 morphs (p<0.05 after adjusting for multiple testing) were then categorized according to their 212 pattern of expression in the different morphs as described in table 1. 213
Evolutionary rates
214
To assess substitution rates in X-linked and autosomal genes, sequences from another aphid 215 species were necessary. Acyrthosiphon svalbardicum was chosen, ensuring sufficient genetic 216 divergence, and reducing the risk of mutational saturation and of chromosomal 217 10 rearrangements between the two species. Asexual females of A. svalbardicum were collected 218 in Svalbard in 2009, and were then reared in the lab under 10:14 light:dark and 15°C on 219
Dryas octopetala. Ten females were then frozen into liquid nitrogen and kept for subsequent 220 RNA extraction performed using the RNeasy plant mini kit (Qiagen) according to 221 manufacturer's instructions. Two separate RNA extractions of 5 adults were performed. RNA 222 quality was checked on Bioanalyzer (Agilent) and quantified on Nanodrop (Thermo 223 Scientific). One sample made of a pool of 2 µg of the two independent RNA extractions was 224 subsequently sent to GATC Company for RNA paired-end sequencing. The raw sequence 225 data has been deposited in the SRA division of Genbank (project accession: PRJNA385897). of coverage at all positions in these regions, polymorphic or not. We instructed mpileup to 283 discard reads with mapping quality 0. The following was done in R. We discarded all 284 positions covered by less than three reads (both BAM files combined). At each SNP, the 285 number of polymorphic mutations was the number of different bases (alleles) found in the pea 286 aphid population minus one. A fixed difference was counted if no base was shared at a 287 13 position between the pea aphid population and A. svalbardicum. The number of polymorphic 288 non-synonymous mutations per codon was taken as the number of amino acids found in the 289 pea aphid populations for that codon minus one. To count the number of fixed non-290 synonymous differences per codon, we considered that a codon might differ between the two 291 species by up to three mutations. Any of these may involve a change in protein sequence that 292 we cannot ascertain without knowledge on the order of appearance of the mutations. We 293 adopted parsimony and considered the minimum number of mutations required between the 294 two codons. If several codons were present in the pea aphid population (due to a SNP), we 295 considered the minimum number of coding changes that any pair of codons between the pea 296 aphid and A. svalbardicum involves. For all these counts, we discarded rare codons showing 297 more than one SNP, because the actual codons (and amino acids) present in the pea aphid 298 population cannot be determined without phasing. We counted the following for each gene: . We considered only genes whose average depth of coverage, 306 as given by mpileup, was between 20 and 150 (expected coverage was ~85) to avoid 307 including genes presenting multiple collapsed copies that could artificially inflate 308 polymorphism. 309 310 14
Statistical analyses
311
Differences in expression levels between X-linked and autosomal genes in the different 312 morphs, as well as differences in dN/dS, dN and dS between X-linked and autosomal genes 313 were tested with Mann-Whitney U tests. The latter analysis was done on all genes, and on 314 genes grouped based on average expression over the three morphs. To evaluate evolutionary 315 forces responsible for faster-X evolution, we then compared dN/dS, Tajima's D and DoS 316 between X-linked and autosomal genes for classes of genes with different expression patterns 317 (unbiased, male-biased, sexual female-biased and asexual female-biased genes). For biased 318 genes, we considered different fold changes in expression (2-to 5-fold, and > 5-fold). 319
Statistical significance was evaluated with Mann-Whitney U tests. 320
321
Results
322
Gene assignment to the X and autosomes
323
Based on the ratio of depth of coverage by reads from males over reads from females, 64% of 324 the nucleotides assembled in the pea aphid reference genome (Acyr 2.0) were assigned to 325 autosomes, 31% to the X chromosome while only 5% could not be assigned (supplementary 326 figure S1). Genotypes of males at SNPs that were heterozygous in the female generally 327 confirmed the assignment from coverage depth data (supplementary figure S2) figure S3 and table S1). Based on assigned scaffold 334 blocks, 19,263 predicted genes were located on autosomes, 13,726 on the X chromosome 335 while 4,001 genes could not be unambiguously assigned. The X chromosome contains a 336 higher fraction of predicted genes than expected from its relative size (42%, test of 337 proportion, p<10 -15 ). females to 155 reads/kb in males, while expression level averaged over the 19,263 autosomal 360 genes varies from 575 (in asexual females) to 648 reads/kb in males. Genes that are not 361 expressed or expressed at a low level may have a reduced effect on the phenotype and may 362 therefore accumulate non-synonymous substitutions faster (reduced purifying selection). We 363 indeed observe that, for both X and autosomes, dN/dS ratios decrease with increasing 364 expression levels (averaged over the three morphs), and that the contrast between X and 365 autosomes tends to decline for highly expressed genes ( figure 2A, supplementary table S2 ). 366
Slight contrast in dN ratios is still maintained for highly expressed genes, though 367 (supplementary table S2 ). Therefore, low expression levels of X-linked genes may not 368 entirely account for faster X-evolution in aphids. 369
Selection may also be relaxed in genes that are predominantly expressed in rare 370 morphs (males and sexual females), which constitute a minor fraction of the annual life cycle figure 3D ) when considering X-linked and autosomal genes 382 together. Tajima's D also tends to increase in genes over-expressed in the sexual morphs 383 compared to unbiased genes (significantly so for all male-biased and for 2-to 5-fold female-384 biased genes, figure 4B) , but not in genes over-expressed in the common morph (where D is 385 significantly lower compared to unbiased genes, figure 4D ), a pattern compatible with relaxed 386 selection on genes expressed mainly in the rare morphs. However, the DoS did not differ 387 significantly between these categories of genes, except for strongly female-biased genes 388 (supplementary figure S4) . 389
When analyses are done by chromosome type, dN/dS ratios of X-linked genes are 390 significantly higher than those of autosomal genes for both sexual female and male-biased 391 genes ( figure 3E-3H ), but not for asexual females. Contrastingly, Tajima's D differs between 392 chromosome types only for strongly male-biased genes (being lower for X-linked genes, 393 suggesting more positive selection, figure 4F ) and for unbiased genes (being larger for X-394 linked genes, possibly revealing more balanced selection, figure 4E ). As a result, the 395 enrichment of the X with genes expressed in the rare male morph (which have been 396 hypothesized to evolve under relaxed selection) may not strongly contribute to faster-X 397 evolution. No signal was detected between chromosome types based on the DoS index 398 (supplementary figure S4) . 399
Alternatively, the faster evolution of X-linked male-biased genes compared to 400 autosomal male-biased genes could result from the fact that the former are present in 401 hemizygous state in males. Non-synonymous mutations on the X are thus more exposed to 402 selection in males, since they are not masked by other potentially dominant alleles, such that 403 adaptive mutations on the X should more rapidly and more likely reach fixation than adaptive 404 18 mutations on autosomes. This hypothesis predicts that the contrast between substitution rates 405 of X-linked genes and autosomal genes will be highest for male-biased genes, and lowest for 406 sexual-and asexual female-biased genes, because in these morphs, the X is always diploid 407 and adaptive mutations can be recessive. We indeed observe these patterns ( figure 3F) , and 408 the significantly lower Tajima's D for X-linked male-biased genes compared to autosomal 409 genes provides some support to this hypothesis ( figure 4F) . 410 411
Discussion
412
Here we performed a genome-wide identification of X-linked genes enabling to locate a large 413 number (13,726) and proportion (42%) of predicted genes on the X chromosome. We 414 demonstrated that these genes tend to evolve faster than autosomal genes on average, 415 confirming earlier results based on a much smaller set of coding genes (Jaquiéry et al. 2012a). 416
Faster-X evolution mainly results from low expression of a large fraction of X-linked genes, 417 which would less affect the phenotype and may accumulate non-synonymous mutations. Our 418 analyses also suggest that higher exposure of recessive X-linked alleles to selection in 419 hemizygous males might also partially contribute to faster-X evolution via more efficient 420 positive selection. 421
We demonstrate clear faster-X evolution in the pea aphid based on a large set of X-422 linked and autosomal genes. The non-synonymous to synonymous substitution ratio (dN/dS) 423 for X-linked genes is 1.69 times greater than for autosomal genes. This clearly places aphids 424 among species showing strong contrast between evolution of X-linked and autosomal genes. faster than autosomal ones, the dN/dS for X-linked genes is between ~0.9 and ~1.8 times that 428 19 of autosomes in most species studied (i.e., Drosophila, mammals, birds and moths, review in 429 Meisel and Connallon 2013; see also Sackton et al. 2014) . 430
Remarkably, the pea aphid presents the same effective population size for the X and 431 autosomes (Jaquiéry et al. 2012a), such that hemizygosity in males should be the only 432 differentiating factor affecting the evolution of genes located on different chromosome types. 433
However, our analyses revealed another key difference between X-linked and autosomal 434 genes, in that the former are on average 4 to 10 times less expressed than the latter (figure 435 2B), and expectedly show higher rates of substitution. Such negative correlations between 436 substitution rates and expression level have already been observed in several species (e.g., chimeras of X and autosomes. This is a minimal estimate for the rate of misassembly, since 478 our method only detects breakpoints between X and autosomes. Given that the X represents 479 30% of the pea aphid genome, assembly errors involving two X-linked genomic regions, and 480 those involving two autosomal regions should respectively represent 0.3 2 and 0.7 2 (58% in 481 total) of all assembly errors, a significant number of events that we could not detect. 482
Moreover, assembly errors involving fragments of less than 10 kb could not be detected given provide estimates corresponding to the expected relative size of the X. Consequently, we 499 22 confidently conclude that the genome of the pea aphid presents considerable assembly 500 problems, to a degree that goes far beyond what current assembly pipelines typically yield 501 (e.g. Salzberg et al. 2004; Muggli et al. 2015) . While the cause of these errors remains 502 undetermined, they have important drawbacks for genomic studies on a species that is 503 currently considered the model aphid, in particular those relying on the physical organization 504 of the genome, ranging from high-resolution genome scans to studies of chromatin 505 conformation, genomic rearrangements, etc. We therefore urge for a reassembly of the pea 506 aphid genome based on additional data. The results presented here should however not be 507 affected by misassembly as we were able to assign unambiguously almost 90% of the 36,990 508 predicted gene of the pea aphid. This means that at fine-grain level, that of a few kilobases to 509 few tens of kilobases (the range within which most genes are contained), the chimerism 510 problem is not a major issue. 511
In conclusion, we have shown here that faster-X evolution of proteins in the pea aphid 512 is principally explained by relaxed selection on lowly expressed genes, a class of genes that is 513 more frequent on the X chromosome than on autosomes. Exposure of X-linked recessive 514 alleles to selection in hemizygous males could play an additional, yet marginal, role in faster-515 X evolution. Importantly, the pea aphid complex, which includes races and cryptic species at 516 different stages of divergence (Peccoud et al. 2009a (Peccoud et al. , 2009b (Peccoud et al. , 2014 , offers excellent 517 opportunities to investigate mechanisms driving genome evolution through comparative 518 genomics. In particular, characterizing gene expression in morphs of closely and distantly 519 related species could help disentangling the role of drift and selection in the low expression of 520 the X and its masculinization. 521 PBLAA-122658 & PA00P3-139720 to J.J.). We would like to thank the GenOuest platform 695 for the use of its cluster to perform the computational analyses. 696 697 according to the ratios of expression levels between morphs. Panels A-D consider all genes 713 together (X-linked and autosomal), and panels E-H consider X-linked (dark grey) and 714 autosomal (light grey) genes separately. The number of genes in each class is shown above 715 each boxplot. Only genes supported by at least 100 reads/kb of exon model were retained. ub: 716 unbiased genes (padj > 0.1 for morph effect on expression), 2-5: levels of gene expression are 717 two to five times higher in the specified morph (padj <0.05 for morph effect), >5: levels of 718 gene expression are at least five times higher in the specified morph (padj <0.05). 719 Significance of differences: ns: p > 0.05; *p< 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (Mann-Whitney 720 U tests). For panels B-D, differences correspond to comparisons with genes of the "unbiased" 721 category, while X and autosomes were compared in panels F-H. 722 1 all predicted genes that were assigned to the X or autosomes are included 2 genes with on average <10 reads/kb of exon (average over the 3 morphs) 3 genes with on average ≥10 reads/kb of exon (average over the 3 morphs) 4 genes with on average ≥10 reads/kb of exon (average over the 3 morphs) and with an adjusted p-value ≥ 0.1 when tested for morph-biased expression. 5 A gene was included in the morph-biased category (either male-, female-or asexualbiased) if the adjusted p-value for a morph effect was <0.05 and if it was at least xfold (2 or 5) more expressed in one of the morph compared to the two other morphs. 6 Deviation from expectation (given by the "unbiased" category) was evaluated with a test of proportion. 
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